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Flecto Sense Standalone Smart Valve Controller (SSVC) is a solution designed for
individuals to control water flow without having to go outside. Saving you time and
money and making life easier.
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Unique

Smart ideas

The system is unique in the way the data is always

By partnering with a technology company that is on the

encrypted. The SSVC doesn’t need to be linked to a water

bleeding edge, you position yourself to always be a trend

meter.

setting firm. This is what Flecto Sense does daily for
hundreds of customers. Join us today.
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Will this be the solution for you? Ask yourself how easy it is

The SSVC should be installed on the water pipe where you

to switch your water open or close. The SSVC makes it

wish to restrict flow. This product is self powered, no need
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Business in a box.

Saving you money.

Water flow can be restricted for a period of time or simply

Our system saves you money by controlling the valve. The
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situation you wish to control. Gardens can be set to allow
water flow for certain periods only or tenants can be
Throttled to ensure timely payments.

